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I would like to take this opportunity to wish BLACKSHIRT ISSUE 54 NOV/DEC 2020
you all a very Happy Xmas, this year has
been difficult for us all as the clown prince
BoJo and his assorted circus freaks have
been running the country. Our enemy no
longer hides in the shadows happy to carry
on the attack against white people around
the world. The troops of darkness now
NEWS
openly pull down statues, eraze name
LA RETE
places and portray our greatest heroes in
history and fiction as black charactors.
CHAPTER 3 PART 11
Almost Every single advert in print,
YOUR SAY
television and cinema show a family of
black father white mother with black kids as
BOOK REVIEW
their propaganda push for dievirsity reaches
TO A FASCIST EUROPE
a crescendo. The great replacement is fact
not a myth, it is happening before our very
NBU - HANDOUT
eyes. Just pointing this out can get you
UNSEEN ENEMY
arrested for ‘hate crime’ .
In 2020 any pretence of freedom and
democracy has fallen away revealing the
evil sick heart of liberalism.
However there are a few torches burning in
the darkness held aloft by brave
nationalists, patriots and fascists, we must
strive to bring them together to build a
bonfire that will once again light up our
country and restore hope to our people.
Make 2021 the year you play your part, no
matter how small, get involved, and help The views expressed in this publication are
not necessarily those held by either The
build up the bonfire.
Blackshirt, this publication’s editor, or by
anyone else associated with the publication
GARY RAIKES
itself.
This publication and its editor reserve the
right to edit any and all contents when and
where considered necessary.
All artwork, photographs and articles
remain the intellectual property of the
original artists and photographers.
All issues of The Blackshirt may be viewed
at: www.newbritishunion.co.uk

NEWS
New nationalist party
– La Rete (The
Network) – formed in
Italy

A Patriotic Alternative supporter was
ARRESTED for putting out leaflets about
demographic change. This is not only a gross
abuse of power but also demonstrates
exactly how politicised our police force
have become.
At a time when the victims of burglaries and
robberies are told that the police do not
have the time or resources to investigate
those crimes, the police still have the time As of early May of this year a major split has
and manpower to arrest people who dare to occurred in Forza Nuova, a Nationalist Party
in Italy which was founded and led by
speak out against mass immigration and
Roberto Fiore. For a period of time now it
demographic change.
has been felt that the leadership in Rome
This sadly isn’t an isolated incident. Several has strayed from the beliefs the Party was
instances of this leaflet being delivered founded on. Due to political differences it is
have hit the news and earlier this week MP believed that 75% of current membership
Kate Osborne described the leaflet as
have left along with two of the three Vice‘horrific’! Kate Osbourne is a supporter of
Secretaries. Supporting groups such as
Black Lives Matter though and doesn’t
Solidarietà Nazionale, Associazione Evita
appear to have any issue with their anti- Peron, and Lega Della Terra have also joined
white narrative.
in the exodus. The choice was not an easy
one as many members have been involved
from the beginning. They all have
In response NBU Midlands cell did some
weathered the battles together and have
leafleting of its own!
held the torch of Nationalism through the
years.
Out of this the membership has decided not
to end the battle for freedom and continue
to fight for the preservation of the culture
and future of Italy. It has formed and given
birth to the Rete Delle Comunita
Forzanoviste. This is a temporary or rather
interim organization being utilized to bring
Nationalists throughout Italy together in a
common cause. A new Party will be formed
in the Autumn of this year. Already there
have been discussions with new groups
joining along as well as old members
returning. There is a feeling of great
enthusiasm and hope that the Rete
(Network) will forge ahead and provide
solutions for today’s problems in Italy and
Europe as a whole.
Municipal councillor Antonio Fasano has led
the entire Campania regional branch of
Forza Nuova into the new organisation La
Rete.
What is the Rete?

The Rete is a network of militant
far). The Lega Della Terra is for the
communities active all over Italy. These
peasants and farmers, and our young
communities have decided to form a new activists are forming a Rete Studentesca in
nationalist movement with a common
the schools. We plan to form specific social
organization and style of action. The old
cells in different categories, such as truck
nationalist associations seem to be outdated
drivers, teachers, etc.
and unable to solve new problems. On the Our militants are also busy with operation
other end, the social situation is changing
“Quartieri Sicuri” (Safe Neighborhoods)
dramatically in our Country. The majority of walking the streets in dangerous urban
people’s anger with the globalists has
areas. The Rete has just opened a website
increased in number but they are
http://www.la-rete.it/ but we are going to
ideologically confused. They understand – or open more, for the satellite organizations
better yet – feel the system is totally wrong
and for cultural articles.
but they have no idea of how to change it, What are the “8 Points” and what type of
let alone what to build upon its ashes. This
society do they aim to create?
means that the Rete will have to find new The “8 Points” have contributed to form a
methods and elaborate a modern strategy,
whole generation of militants in Italy.
at the cultural level as well as in the
Synthetically, they are 1) Prolife, 2) Pro
streets. The Rete will work for the birth of a natural family, 3) Stop immigration, start
Nationalist Bloc together with other
repatriation, 4) Ban freemasonry and other
patriotic groups.
similar sects, 5) Ban usury, print only
When did it start, and what are its goals?
“people’s money”, 6) Restore the 1929
It started on May 8th, a day dedicated to St. State/Church agreement, 7) Cancel all antiMichael the Archangel, chosen as the
patriotic laws, 8) Create workers’
protector of all militant patriots. The Rete corporations to protect the people from the
is formed by hundreds of activists with good globalists. The Rete has produced a Political
discipline and experience. The first step
Manifesto that derives directly from these
was to give the Rete a solid organization: a
principles and applies them to the new
centralized leadership – the Segreteria
social situation regarding the State, the
Nazionale – consisting of a team of both
concept of National Identity and
young and old people. It will also
Italian/European Fatherland, the need for a
incorporate a number of political
Demographic growth, the Economy, the
“commissions” to analyze specific aspects Judicial system, Education, and the Military.
of the struggle (students, foreign policy, The Political Manifesto has been conceived
ideology, etc) and technical “offices” with as dynamic as every part can be developed
specific tasks (graphic, legal, media, social into a larger specific political document and
and recruiting).
we welcome contributions from experts in
Salvatore Ferrara, head of Forza Nuova in
the specific fields, inside or outside the
the Lombardy region, is one of several
Rete. We believe that experts and
leading figures in the party who have left intellectuals should not confine themselves
to form La Rete.
to pure theory, they must produce cultural
The Rete has several so called “satellites” weapons and ammunition for the political
soldiers working in the streets.
or parallel organizations. Solidarietà
The
Evita Peron Association, which
Nazionale is active in collecting food and
helping poor Italians with food distributions promotes traditional family values and
(in contrast with the privileges accorded to organises nationalist family events, has
broken away from the Forza Nuova
immigrants). The Evita Peron Association is
structure
and is now aligned with La Rete.
the women’s front, active against gender
propaganda, it also takes care of a Summer As for the society we want to build, it is a
camp for children and might soon start
society based on natural law. You can call it
homeschooling, (quite uncommon in Italy, so a “New Order” as it will be totally different

from the present, corrupt system but you
and to work together wherever possible.
can also call it an “Ancient Order” based on
Our goal is similar to any other true
the values and teachings of our European nationalist group which is to preserve the
forefathers, so probably the right definition
culture and land of our family and
is “Eternal Order” because the values of
forefathers.
God, Fatherland and Family are always the
What do you hope to achieve in Italy?
pillars of our civilization. In our era the
First of all, we have to contact other
globalist agenda is threatening our national patriots and explain our strategy. Many of
identity in every aspect of life: cultural, them have formed small local groups or do
political, religious, ethnic, economic, etc. It
not belong to any association at all,
is a totalitarian threat and therefore the however, by joining the Rete they can give a
defence must also be totalitarian. We
valid contribution to the cause. Local
cannot afford to underestimate even just activities have already started but as soon
one of the tentacles of the globalist
as the “virus laws” relax, the Rete will
monster.
organize bigger events. On September 29th
How did you get involved, and what is your (Saint Michael’s Day) all sections will renew
role?
the traditional “Solemn Promise” to St
I have been involved in militant activities all Michael the Archangel and in October the
my life, just like my father before and my
Rete will hold a National Congress.
sons today … At the moment, I am a
Strategically, we hope to show our people
member of the Segreteria Nazionale and of
the way towards a nationalist reaction
the commission for developing the Political
against globalism.
Manifesto. I am also active in building a
cultural front for the Rete. In October the The Rete has reached out to NBU and we
roles will be better defined in a Congress
will be working with and supporting their
but on the whole, we wish to work as a
efforts
team and hope to see as many new young
leaders as possible at all levels of the
Movement.
Milan student leader Alessio Toniolo is
another prominent activist who has left
Roberto Fiore’s Forza Nuova to join La Rete.
What will it do in the USA?
The branch in the USA will act as a support
group for the Party in Italy. We will attempt
to attract members here who have a love of
either their Italian or European background.
The hope will be by attracting attention to
the Party we can help with the needed
causes in Italy. Some of the planned
activities are to spread awareness for the
Party, write articles, and develop podcasts
discussing issues in Italy as well as
throughout Europe in the hope of awakening
a nationalist spirit. We will reach out to
Nationalist website and podcast hosts in an
effort to help us promote and spread our
message. In return we offer full solidarity
and hope to reciprocate any needed help.
We also wish to develop a network with
other Nationalists here in the United States

The song BRITAIN AWAKE was also sung to
the same tune (for lyrics see Appendix A).
MARCHING SONG OF THE BUF
Comrades, the voices of the dead
battalions,
of those who fell that Britain might be
great,
Join in our song, for they still march in
spirit with us,
and urge us on to gain the Fascist state!

B.U.F. MEN'S DRUM CORPS DRUMS
(LITTLEDEAN JAIL MUSEUM)

We’re of their blood, and spirit of their
spirit,
sprung from that soil for whose dear sake
they bled,
against vested powers, Red Front, and
massed ranks of reaction,
we lead the fight for freedom and for
bread!
The streets are still, the final struggle’s
ended;
Like the Womens' Drum Corps, who
flushed with the fight we proudly hail the
accompanied every women's march, the
dawn!
Mens' Drum Corps accompanied every
See, over all the streets the Fascist banners
Blackshirt march and preceded Mosley into
waving,
buildings where a meeting was to be held
triumphant standards of our race reborn!
and a speech given. The drums gave out a
real military feeling to the Blackshirts
Like all political movements worldwide,
marching behind, many of whom were
music was used to inspire members. The
former soldiers. There were also buglers
above song is sung to the tune of the Horst
who blew a fanfare when the Leader
Wessel song of the German National
entered a hall to make a speech.
Socialists (the music is an old German folk
tune). The BUF had literally dozens of songs
to inspire its members. The Horst Wessel
LIFE IN THE BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS
song music is shown below. Each four line
verse above repeats using these four lines of
Once in the B.U.F. in Sections I and II, life
music. Usually after each line would be two
changed somewhat. Social activities such as
drum beats to accompany two steps during
weddings, luncheons, dances, etc., were all
a march.
brought within the fascist world. This united
members outside of the political arena and
made fascism a way of life.

A B.U.F. LUNCHEON MENU 1938
IAN HOPE DUNDAS' WEDDING

A FASCIST WEDDING CAKE WITH AN ICING
FASCES

A CATHOLIC FASCIST WEDDING1

1Pinterest.

A SIMILAR 1940 MENU

The preceding share certificate is made out
to Captain Charles Cecil Courtney Lewis,
who was also the secretary of the B.U.F.
Trust Ltd. The directors of the company
were Ian Hope Dundas (Chief of Staff of the
B.U.F.) and Dr. Robert Storgan. Storgan,
Ph.D. had been a Labour MP and the
Director General of the New Party before
joining the B.U.F. He was the Deputy
Commanding Officer of the Blackshirt
Defence Force.
Lewis was a former Indian Army officer and
the original editor of the Blackshirt
newspaper. He had accompanied Sir Oswald
Mosley to Rome in 1933 to meet Mussolini.
Approximately a month after this luncheon,
Mosley and his wife were arrested as were
the core B.U.F. leaders.

All types of social activity incorporated
fascist ideas, propaganda and images. One
could even invest in the B.U.F. as a share
holder. Following is a share certificate for
the BUF Trust Ltd.

YOUR SAY

my willingness to commit to something
more.

I also wished to express my gratitude for
everyone over at the NBU, from its
Proportional Representation
leadership all the way down to each
member who has finally gathered enough
courage to officially join the movement and
If Britain had Proportional Representation
take a stand in these dire times.
(PR) the NF would have got MPs way back in
the 1970's, or Enoch would have set-up his With deep sincerity and highest regards,
own Party and got into Parliament, the BNP
would have got into Parliament the
Noughties, it is only the appalling
Trust and residential Codilapidated, archaic electoral system that
Operative
has defeated the Right in Britain and it has
also protected the Labour Party, the Labour
Party would have been killed off in the
I am currently living in ******. Myself and
1980's and would have been replaced by the
three other comrades (My girlfriend
SDP permanently.
included) have begun the process of
entering into a trust and residential CoIf Britain had Proportional Representation
Operative.
we would have been the first Country in
We will be looking for properties within a
Europe to have Anti-Immigration MPs
elected to our Parliament and this would 15-20 mile radius of ****** however. This is
have happened in the 70's, we would have something i have been wanting to set up for
a while as i believe that it will allow us to
been ahead of the rest of Europe!
pool our resources, give us a healthy living
environment and will also act as a base for
PR will destroyed the Labour Party in a
future growth and development.
couple of elections. Throughout Europe,
where they do have PR, the equivalents to This is one of the many reasons i have now
the Labour Party have seen their votes
decided to move up a few gears in my
collapse in Country after Country, in many political and religious activities as well as
Countries in Eastern Europe they have
beginning to seriously consider sources of
become a total and complete irrelevancy. income which will alleviate any concerns of
"Redundancy though political association!"
I have had a life filled with what ifs', if
onlys' and powerful ideas that have never
had the opportunity to see the light of day
through concern that the time simply wasn't
Message: Hello,
right. That has changed now as far as i am
concerned and the time that I and many
Yesterday i completed the online form to
others like me have been waiting for, has
join the NBU. I am located in the north west
finally arrived.
and i am very eager to start becoming
The author of the above letter will be
engaged with the movement, especially in
submitting an article on Trust and
the times we are moving into now.
residential co-operatives for inclusion in
the next issue, Ed
I did tick the box to express my interest in
Proportional Representation is the way
forward

active participation, however i just wanted
to send a follow up message to emphasize

BOOK REVIEW

citizen. He never struck a blow against
Britain, he only broadcast over the German
radio in the hope of ending what he
regarded as an unnecessary war. But Britain
in the post-war years was not interested in
fine points of law.

Lord Haw Haw: The Full
Story of William Joyce by JA
Cole

Since his trial we have had a succession of
real spies and traitors; Kim Philby, Guy
Burgess, Donald Maclean, John Cairncross,
and Anthony Blunt betrayed vital
information to the Soviet Union during the
This is the fifth biography of William Joyce
Cold War, but none of them faced the
that I have read. Rebecca West wrote 'The
hangman's noose.
Meaning of Treason' in 1948 when it was
almost impossible to be objective. Not
The only other 'traitor' to be executed was
surprisingly, she produced a spiteful account
John Amery, the son of Leo Amery the
of her subject. Francis Selwyn did better in Secretary of State for India. He broadcast
'Hitler's Englishman' in 1987. Mary Kenny
for the Axis powers and recruited British
wrote the most sympathetic book so far, her prisoners of war to fight with the Germans
2003 biography of Joyce entitled 'Germany on the Russian front. He had been granted
Calling'. And Colin Holmes produced the
Spanish citizenship for his service to the
most scholarly work with 'Searching for Lord Nationalists in the Spanish Civil War but this
Haw-Haw' in 2016. JA Cole's excellent book was not recognised by the court. He was
was first published in 1964 but I have just
hanged in Wandsworth prison on 19th
discovered it.
December 1945.
Cole adds little to the story of William
Joyce but he succeeds in treating his
subject as a human being. One of my
favourite anecdotes from his book is that
William Joyce was sent off during a school
Rugby match because the referee said that
he did not know which side he was on.
But he had been on the side of the British
Empire since his days as a scout for the
military in Ireland. And he maintained this
contact during his career as a fascist
agitator. My friend Bill Barnes (1912-1981)
knew Joyce before the war and insisted that
he had been set up by MI5 to go to Germany
on the understanding that he would not be
prosecuted. Barnes also thought that Joyce
had kept his mouth shut in court to protect
his wife.
Joyce was hanged because he once held a
British passport and was therefore guilty of
treason by broadcasting for the enemy
during wartime. He was born in New York to
an Irish father and naturalised as a German

Joyce was hanged in Wandsworth Prison on
3rd January 1946. He was buried in the the
prison grounds until 1976 when he was reburied in Galway. His daughter, Mrs Heather
Landolo, fought a long campaign to have his
remains returned to Ireland where he grew
up and first dedicated himself to politics

TO A FASCIST EUROPE
European union we shall naturally begin
with Germany.
In fact, the only policy which can logically
produce another explosion on the Western
frontiers of Germany is the denial of
expansion; not only on her Eastern frontiers
but in her limited though necessary and
natural colonial ambitions. Yet FinancialDemocratic policy could not be more
perfectly designed to promote that
explosion than by the dual policy of denying
Germany colonial outlet and of
circumscribing her in the East by a
menacing Democratic-Soviet alliance.
But the solution here suggested is not the
Views may vary as to the causes of the
partition of Russia, not merely because it is
division of Europe and the restoration of the the first interest of Europe and should be
Balance of Power, but dispute can scarcely the first objective of British policy to keep
arise concerning the re-emergence of a
the peace, but also because the solution of
situation and a system which has invariably
the European problems in terms both
brought war. It is to the solution of this
economic and political is possible on the
problem thus recreated that this article is
lines already indicated without any
addressed, and in searching for that solution offensive action against Russia. Rather it is
we must return to the fundamental
here my purpose to suggest Russia should be
conception of European union which
told to mind her own business and to leave
animated the war generation in 1918 and
Europe and Western civilization alone to
has been frustrated by the perversion of the manage their own affairs. We seek war and
League of Nations to exactly the opposite strife with no nation, but to Russia we say:
purpose that it was intended to serve. This
‘Hands off Europe and back to the East
examination, therefore, begins with an
where you belong!’
inquiry into the factors which divide the
individual nations, and in particular into the
While, therefore, Fascist Europe desires
factors which inhibit peaceful and friendly
only peace, it can give reality to collective
relations between Great Britain and other
security by a new collective spirit in face of
great nations.
the common menace to Europe and the
Having established the particular of possible
British Empire, which is the ceaseless
friendship between Great Britain and other
intrigue of Soviet power that seeks to gain
nations we will proceed to the general idea
time, by negotiation and fair speech, for
of European union built on the firm
the destruction of Western civilization by
foundation of justice and economic reality.
the simple process of first dividing the
The sequence of thought will naturally
advanced nations of Europe and then setting
follow the story of prior disaster and will
them at each other’s throats in quarrels
strive to show at each stage how the
which have neither material nor spiritual
previous fatality can be eliminated in the
relevance to reality.
system of the future. Therefore, in
proceeding to build first a system of

The system of Financial Democracy
crumbles in decay to collapse throughout
the world and the stricken and bewildered
peoples search for an alternative which
presents hope of peace and security. The
alternative of the modern Movement rises
with the stark realism of granite above the
confusion of present politics not only as a
rock on which humanity may build anew but
as a conception illuminated by the highest
ideal of national and world citizenship
which has yet animated the soul of man.
The realism of the new creed builds upon
the basic fact of economic settlement and
justice for individual nations, without which
all else is vain. It recognizes that European
leadership must rest with the great powers
and that in material terms a Four Power
Bloc of Fascist nations can guarantee not
only the peace of Europe but the peace of
the world once their policies are united in
objectives which are susceptible of
synthesis. But materialism alone is not
enough, and upon the basic fact of an
established community of interest the
universalism of Fascism and National
Socialism erects the majestic edifice of a
new world idea which commands the mind
and spirit of man with the fiery force of a
new religion. The old world will not mingle:
so the peace of mankind attends in all lands
the passing of the Old World, and Britain by
force of material power and potential of
moral leadership becomes the ultimate
arena of struggle between the Old and the
New, within which the destiny of White
civilization will be decided. Great is the
responsibility that high fate imposes upon
us. We fight not only for the salvation of the
land we love; we fight also for the Peace of
Mankind.
Oswald Mosley – 1936 The World Alternative

War is coming!
The Most Explosive Book to
EVER Hit the Nationalist
Scene!

The Fastest Selling
Revolutionary book of the
Year!
https://www.knightstemplar
order.com/

NEW BRITISH UNION
“You will not agree with us if you are promise us change time and time
content with things as they are. If you again in exchange for ticks on sheets
are willing to let this country just of paper that mean nothing. Because
drift to disaster. But you will, at
when all is said and done, when
least, hear us with sympathy, if you elections are lost and won, they know
are aware of the gravity of the
that they will never have to fulfil
national situation.” It has been well their promises. They know that all
over 70 years since Sir Oswald Mosley they swore to us will never come to
spoke these words, but it is
be, except in the form of a chaotic
astonishing how relevant his rhetoric “discussion” in the serpent’s pit at
has become today.
Westminster.
We, as a nation, have lost our pride. So why do we allow this to continue?
We have lost our dignity. And we have Why are we allowing the parasite that
lost our sense of self-preservation. is capitalist democracy to poison our
Never in our history has the British people further? We see it, we know
population lacked spirit as it does
what will happen if we don’t take
now. The young people of our nation action now. When will the people of
have lost all motivation to contribute Britain say enough is enough? We will
to their country and pursue true
no longer be exploited by a system
happiness. Instead they engage in that sees us as no more than numbers
levels of hedonism that would bring
on a stock market. We will not be
the aristocrats of the Roman Empire replaced by a population that will
to shame.
destroy all our ancestors fought to
uphold. And we will not allow our soWhere has the British heroism that
called leaders to continue their
built what was once a mighty force despicable treatment of the nation
dissipated to? Why has the general that nurtured them, only for them to
populace cast aside the ways of old spit in its face. When will the time
that kept us strong for so many years? come for the sleeping giant that is
The answer is simple. The British
the British spirit to awake?
people lack strong, benevolent
leadership. For many years past,
Britain has been ruled by gluttonous
politicians who seek only to drain this
nations lifeforce for their own power We decide that time is now.
and profit.
Which is why we propose a
These parasites do not have our
interests at heart. To them, we are
simply a means to an end. They

new machine. A new nation.
A New Union.

HOW EUROPEANS ARE
BEING DEFEATED BY
AN UNSEEN ENEMY
community and feeling of belonging to
We constantly hear about the needs and
demands of black Africans, Asians and Jews an extended national and racial family.
However, the Zionist Jews predominantly
– but hardly ever hear of the white
behind the changes ensured that their
community, unless it is the ruling elite
community wasn’t affected. Without a
ranting about "racism. Parliament
sense of belonging, people often feel
announced over thirty years ago that
"only whites can be racists". As a result abandoned and alone. Never have there
been so many depressed and incapable
should a violent black African, while
people in our midst. Instead of
out of control with hatred, shout white
resolving their problems in the correct
racist and stab a European to death,
the political establishment will make manner, these unfortunates remain alone
and isolated, their condition usually
excuses for him. More recently fifthmade worse by drink or drugs, both of
column politicians have created laws
the NHS and street kind. Without a sense
that deem it impossible to deport
of identity we have become led by
foreign murderers and terrorists. Today
opportunists and aliens who always
only pensioners can remember a time
work against our interests and give
when doors were left unlocked; when
preferential treatment to the better
children could roam freely without fear
organised non-whites, who do have a
of murderers, emboldened by a
sense of community. Ken Lagret of
government that doesn’t believe in
capital punishment, and child molesters Connecticut noted similar problems to
that have the full support of the many the UK. He wrote "Over the years our
perverts in power. Western governments areas have changed. We have lost our
sense of belonging and replaced it with
have been allowed to promote their
misguided individualism and locked
insane and suicidal policies that define
doors! Under normal circumstances
anyone who tries to protect our race or
people will relate to others in their
nation as "evil"; and any act that mixes or
locality through a common history,
degrades our race as good. In the 1950’s
language and culture which provides a
mayors, police chiefs, community
sense of brotherhood and friendship.
leaders and almost all the voters were
white. Why did our people step aside These qualities have rapidly diminished in
and allow all the positions of power to the USA." People have forgotten the time
when they knew all their neighbours;
be occupied by Zionists, communists,
an age when people took a daily
Freemasons and pushy aliens? From the
interest in those around them, a time
early 1960’s, the enemy began its
when our police were guardians, not
cultural-revolution and started mass
enforcers, a time when money was not
non-white mass immigration into our
the only criteria. A time before the
lands. This began to destroy our
mass alien invasion of our country
culture, confidence and national
began,
before toxins were added to
cohesion. We lost our sense of

New British Union
office needs your help
our food and before the land, sea
and air became polluted by alienAs members will know, the New British
owned multi-national corporations and Union has been under constant attack since
before we suffered from clearly alien- first forming in 2012. Our opponents will not
controlled governments. How did aliens
stop. Nor must we.
take control of European nations?
Scientists studied "the power of
To date they have succeeded in getting the
conformity". They started with the
party’s PayPal account closed, the new
knowledge that only around 16% of the donorbox account, Facebook page, YouTube
public think in a constructive way, and channel all shutdown, and banks presently
that the most will go along with what
refuse to do business with us. This has
can be made to appear the majority
interfered with the running of the New
point of view. Even, if that view is British Union; and especially interfered with
utter nonsense and detrimental to their
the office rental itself.
well being. In a test, televised on 12th However, and despite this, on a day-to-day
November 2016, a class were told to basis the office continues to remain a great
give a clearly wrong answer to a simple success. It has allowed us to increase New
question. One single person was added British Union membership and literature.
to the class who knew nothing of the The office has also allowed the New British
experiment. When this lone entrant saw Union to store and secure far more valuable
the rest of the class choosing the
resources and property: such as computers,
wrong answer they also chose the wrong
printers, banners, flags and posters.
answer. Proving that a desire to be
seen with the majority, was more
To this end then the New British Union
comfortable for most than being sensible would ask its members and supporters to
and correct. The main parties have
consider setting up a monthly debit of
remained in power by exploiting this human
£10.00.
trait
Sort code 09-01-29
Account number 26438566
This to secure the rent for the office so
that, together, we might carry on the
struggle and fight.
Or you can donate direct here

https://newbritishunion.co.u
k/Welcome/news.html

